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Abstract
Main content extraction of web pages is widely used in search engines, web content aggregation and mobile Internet

browsing. However, a mass of irrelevant information such as advertisement, irrelevant navigation and trash information

is included in web pages. Such irrelevant information reduces the efficiency of web content processing in content-based

applications. The purpose of this paper is to propose an automatic main content extraction method of web pages. In this

method, we use two indicators to describe characteristics of web pages: text density and hyperlink density. According to

continuous distribution of similar content on a page, we use an estimation algorithm to judge if a node is a content node

or a noisy node based on characteristics of the node and neighboring nodes. This algorithm enables us to filter

advertisement nodes and irrelevant navigation. Experimental results on 10 news websites revealed that our algorithm

could achieve a 96.34% average acceptable rate.

Category: Information Retrieval / Web

Keywords: Content extraction; Web page; Text density; Hyperlink density

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the World Wide Web, the

Internet has become the most important information

resource for us. The explosion of web information makes

the “rich data, poor knowledge” issue more critical.

When we browse a webpage, a mass of irrelevant infor-

mation such as advertisement, irrelevant navigations and

trash information are included on the screen. This collec-

tively irrelevant information not only poses a heavy burden

to users, but also generates issues for web applications

such as search engines and mobile applications [1].

Besides, with the development of mobile Internet, the

requirements of resources for small-screen devices increase

with each passing day [2]. If we can acquire content of a

web page rapidly, we can develop many semantic appli-

cations based on it such as search engines, web page clas-

sifications [3], clustering, mobile web browsers, etc. How

to quickly and accurately extract main content from web

pages has become a hot research area in information

extraction.

There are two types of commonly-used main content
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extraction methods: methods based on templates and

methods based on blocks. Methods based on templates

need to extract a template from a group of similar web

pages. Then this template can be used to extract useful

information from web pages. Experimental results reveal

that these kinds of methods are effective and precise [4].

However, there are limitations: first, a template can only

be used on a specific kind of web page. Second, pages

with different structure need to use different templates.

Third, compared to its effect, the cost to learn how to use

a template from web pages is relatively high. Besides

these factors, web access has a strong randomness for

users. So, methods based on templates cannot extract

main content in real time if the web page is new. Methods

based on blocks mainly contain these kinds of algorithms:

document object model (DOM) based page segmentation

[5-8], vision-based page segmentation [9, 10], specific

tag based page segmentation [11, 12], hybrid methods [13],

and semantic based page segmentation. DOM based page

segmentation uses hierarchical relations in tags to extract

the main content [5, 14]. Xpath can be used to locate

content nodes in html where DOM is a kind of XML

[15]. Text density is the most popular characteristic in

DOM-based methods. However, only using text density

may not be adequate. Text advertisement and comments

may also have high text density, but they do not belong to

the main content. Microsoft Research Asia proposed a

function-based object model (FOM) to represent content

on a web page [16]. Based on FOM, they proposed a

Vision-based Page Segmentation Algorithm (VIPS) [9] to

analyze the visual structure of web pages. Vision-based

page segmentation uses visual tags and attributes such as

background color, font color, font size, bold combined

with hierarchical relation to cut the page into blocks. This

kind of method can yield positive results in main content

extraction. However, vision-based page segmentation

needs to save vast visual information, so performance

will decrease if page complexity grows rapidly. In the

early days, the tag ‘<table>’ was used to organize content

on a web page [11, 12]. So, researchers could divide the

web page into several blocks according to the tag

<table>. This algorithm is simple and effective for the

early pages. However, with the development of html5,

<div> is used more often than <table>. So, the <table>-

based algorithm cannot handle those web pages that use

<div> instead. Hybrid methods combine two or more

characteristics such as text density and visual information

[13]. The combination method can yield a relatively

positive effect. But time complexity is also relatively

higher than single methods. Semantic-based page

segmentation segments the page into different blocks

according to semantic information of the page. Semantic

information includes keywords [17], text features [18],

vector space model, etc. Semantic based page

segmentation can yield positive results on content

extraction. But we need to process the text in the page to

yield semantic information with the use of natural

language processing technology. This may increase the

complexity of content extraction.

Together, studies on web page subject extraction have

already lasted for years. According to experimental

results in reference [13], the average F-measure value of

body text extraction method [19] is 80.83%. The k fea-

ture extractor based on DOM block segmentation method

[5] is 68.73%. And the hybrid method in reference [13]

can reach 95.21% in certain corpus. However, there are

still shortcomings in existing algorithms. If we construct

templates manually, then we can only extract certain

kinds of web pages that depend on templates. If the tem-

plates are constructed by machine learning, the training

process may have relatively high time and space com-

plexity. Vision-based page segmentation methods also

need to handle complex visual characteristics computing.

So, in this paper, we propose an automatic main content

extraction algorithm based on node characteristics. Node

characteristics include text density and hyperlink density.

And we also consider the characteristics of the neighbor

nodes to identify continuous blocks. This algorithm does

not need to train or calculate visual characteristics. And it

can address most of the common web pages. Experimen-

tal results reveal that it can yield positive performance in

news web pages. The remainder of this paper is organized

into three sections. In Section II, we introduce the core

algorithm of this paper. Section III depicts experimental

results of this algorithm on some famous news websites.

And finally, Section IV summarizes the conclusion and

suggests future research. 

II. MAIN CONTENT EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
BASED ON NODE CHARACTERISTICS

In general, the news page always contains the following

parts: navigation bars, main content, advertisement,

copyright information, etc. Most users are mostly concerned

with main content of a page. Other parts can be defined

as noisy information. Generally, to acquire a better

reading experience, similar information on a web page

always has a certain degree of continuity [20]. That

means, main content nodes are always near other main

content nodes. Meanwhile, noisy information is always

followed by noisy information. So, according to these

characteristics, we propose a main content extraction

algorithm based on the characteristics of the node and

neighboring nodes. In this algorithm, we present a web

page with the DOM. A node represents a pair of matched

html tags and the content between them, such as ‘<div>’

and ‘</div>’, ‘<p>’ and ‘</p>’, ‘<table>’ and ‘</table>’,

etc. We will calculate some characteristics of each node

in DOM. Then according to the characteristics of each

node and neighboring nodes, we will estimate if the node

is a main content node or not. After the estimation of all
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nodes, we can return main content nodes to users.

In this section, we first introduce the feature analysis

of web pages. Then we present two key characteristics of

the node in the document object model. And last, we

describe the core algorithm based on two key characteristics.

A. Feature Analysis of Web Page

DOM is a common tool to represent web pages. In

DOM, web pages are represented as a set of tags and the

hierarchical relationship between these tags. According

to the function of each tag, we classify the html tags into

four categories:

1) Tags for interaction. This kind of tag allows users

to create a message and interact with the server or the

presupposed functions in the page. The commonly used

interaction tags contain <script>, <noscript>, <applet>,

<object>, <embed>, <input>, etc.

2) Tags for style. This kind of tag is used to personal-

ize the style of the content on the page. Typical tags

include: <b> for bold and <i> for italic.

3) Tags for metadata description. This kind of tag is

used to describe the metadata and basic attributes for the

whole web page. Typical tags are <head>, <title>,

<meta>, <link>, <style>, etc. 

4) Tags as a container. This kind of tag is always to

arrange the content of a web page. In general, the core

content is always put in these tags. Frequently-used tags

contain <div>, <table>, <span>, <p>, <td>, <tr>, etc.

In this study, our target is extracting the main content

from a web page. So, we will construct the DOM accord-

ing to the container-kind tags. Other kinds of tags such as

tags for interaction, tags for style and tags for metadata

will be blocked by filters at the first step. 

After the construction of DOM for a web page, we

need to choose characteristics to describe the web page.

From microcosmic to macrocosmic, we can classify char-

acteristics into four levels: (1) Basic characteristics of the

node [13]. For example: the text length in a pair of <p>

and </p>. The number of hyperlinks in a pair of <div>

and </div>. (2) Basic characteristics of the whole page

[8]. For example: the text density of a whole web page.

(3) Rendering characteristics of the web page. Such as:

the visual characteristics of a web page that can be

observed in a browser. And (4) a common template for all

the web pages in a website. We can find that the first two

kinds of characteristics are easy to get. They can be

obtained by calculation of the web page. Conversely, the

last two kinds of characteristics are more difficult to get.

They require more external information. Rendering of a

web page may need external CSS files. And to find a

template for a website needs to analyze many web pages

in this site. So, to improve the performance of the algo-

rithm, we use the first two kinds of characteristics to

depict a web page. The exact calculation method is intro-

duced in the following section.

B. The Calculation Method of the Characteristics

According to the analysis in Section II-A, we choose

text density δ(b) and hyperlink density θ(b) to depict a

web page. Their definitions are as follows:

DEFINITION 1. Text density δ(b) measures the number

of text in a node b in DOM. Node b is a pair of container-

kind tags. The calculation method is shown in formula (1):

(1)

In this formula, L(b) represents the number of lines in

node b. T(b) represents the number of characters when

the number of lines in this node is 1. T'(b) represents the

number of characters without the last line when the

number of lines in this node is more than 1. According to

our typesetting habits, if the number of the lines in a

paragraph is more than 1, then the last line will have long

or short white spaces left. And in this line, the number of

characters will be less than the other lines. So, we

subtract 1 from the total number of lines in the formula to

reduce the effect of the last line on the text density.

maxLen represents the number of characters in one line

on the screen at most.

DEFINITION 2. Hyperlink density measures the num-

ber of hyperlinks in a node b in DOM. The calculation

method is shown in formula (2):

(2)

In this formula, Ta(b) represents the number of charac-

ters which are in the tags <a> and </a>. T(b) represents

the total number of characters in this node.

C. Main Content Extraction Algorithm for the
Web Page

1) Framework of Main Content Extraction

The framework of main content extraction is shown in

Fig. 1. The main parts include: DOM Generator, DOM

Processor, Node Fusion, Node Characteristics Analyzer,

Node Filters, Filtering Result Analyzer, and Content

Generator. 

The basic process of the framework is as follows:

First step: DOM Generator generates a document

object from the web page and saves a copy into the

deposit of DOM.

Second step: DOM processor will do some pre-treat-

ment on the document object that is generated in the first

step. Pre-treatment includes: it will change the document

object into a regular xhtml format, and remove the con-

δ b( )

T′ b( )
L b( ) 1–( )*maxLen

----------------------------------------------     L b( ) 1>

         
T b( )

maxLen
-------------------              L b( ) 1≤

⎩
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎧

=

θ b( )
Ta b( )
T b( )

--------------=
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tent-irrelevant tags from the DOM such as tags for inter-

action, style and metadata. The content in the <title> tag

and <h1> tags will be saved as the title of this page. After

pretreatment, Dom Processor will calculate the character-

istics of each node in the Dom and save them for the next

step. The characteristics include text density δ(b) and

hyperlink density θ(b) of each node. 

Third step: Based on results of the second step, Node

Fusion is used to merge those similar nodes according to

a certain similarity estimation algorithm. The similarity

estimation algorithm will be introduced in Section II-C-2.

Fourth step: After node fusion, Node Characteristics

Analyzer is used to classify all the nodes according to the

text density and hyperlink density. The algorithm will be

introduced in Section II-C-3.

Fifth step: Node Filters are used to filter noisy nodes

and part of multiple-layer container-kind-nodes. The spe-

cific method is introduced in Section II-C-4.

Sixth step: At last, Content Generator will return the

information extracted in the fifth step according to the

network and processing capacity of the terminal devices.

If the terminal capacity and network are adequate, Con-

tent Generator will return both the text content and multi-

media information such as image and video. Otherwise,

Content Generator will only return text information.

2) The Mechanism of Node Fusion

Node Fusion includes two parts: the similarity estima-

tion and node merger. The specific algorithm is as fol-

lows: 

First step: We will get the text density δ(b) and hyper-

link density θ(b) of each node from the deposit.

Second step: We will calculate the difference between

each two neighboring nodes. The difference between node

a and node b can be calculated by the following formula.

difference(a, b) = 

(3)

In this formula, α and β represent weights of text den-

sity and hyperlink density in similarity. The sum of α and

β is 1. Based on the experience, hyperlink density has

more impact than text density in estimation of node type.

So, in our experiment, we set α=0.2 and β=0.8.

Third step: Then we will estimate if the nodes are sim-

ilar or not. If the difference between two nodes is less

than empirical value ε, then we determine that these two

nodes are similar and merge them into one node. After

merging, we renew text density and hyperlink density of

the new node. Otherwise, we determine that the two

nodes are not similar enough to merge.

3) Node Characteristics Analyzer

Node Characteristics Analyzer is used to estimate the

node type of each node in DOM. According to the char-

acteristics of each node and its neighboring nodes. Node

Characteristics Analyzer will estimate if the node is a

δ a( ) δ b( )–( )*α θ a( ) θ b( )–( )*β+

Fig. 1. Framework of main content extraction.

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of node characteristics analyzer.
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content node or a noisy node. The principle of the Node

Characteristics Analyzer is based on the following two

empirical rules:

(1) Compared with noisy node, the content node

always has higher text density and lower hyperlink den-

sity. The reason is that content node always has more text

and less hyperlinks than catalog and advertisement. 

(2) Nodes that belong to the same type always stay

together. That means, if one node is a content node, then

its neighboring node will be more likely to be a content

node. Noisy nodes have the same phenomenon. 

Based on the above rules, we formulate a set of rules to

estimate the type of the node according to its characteris-

tics and neighboring nodes. The pseudocode is shown in

Fig. 2.

We set the value of θ as 0.333, and the value of δ as

0.5. The value of θ means that if more than one-third of

the text in a node are hyperlinks, then the node is more

likely to be a noisy node. The value of δ means that if the

length of text in this node exceeds half of the screen, then

the node is more likely to be a content node. Combined

with the characteristics of its neighboring nodes, the

results will be more accurate.

4) Node Filters and Filtering Result Analyzer

The specific working procedures of Node Filters and

Filtering Result Analyzer are as follows:

(1) Space node filter is used to filter all the blank and

invalid nodes which have no text content.

(2) Tag filters are used to filter nodes which contain

invalid tags. These tags include invalid P, SPAN, TD,

DIV, etc. Invalid tags refer to those tags which contain

other container-kind tags. We will delete the outer tags

and reserve the container-kind tags inside them.

(3) After filtering, Filtering Result Analyzer is used to

analyze the results to generate main content of the web

page. The mechanism is as follows: after filtering, get all

the text from the content nodes, and calculate the text

density and number of punctuation marks. If the text den-

sity is bigger than 0.3 and number of punctuation marks

is bigger than 2, then return the text as main content of

the web page, else go to step (4).

(4) Get an original DOM of the web page, then get all

the <a> and </a> pairs and return them as a catalogue.

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Data Source

To test effectiveness and accuracy of the algorithm, we

chose 976 news webpages from 10 websites for our

experimental data. To get an impression of these pages,

we calculate the average number of hyperlinks and

characters in the main content of each website. The basic

information of the 10 websites is shown in Table 1.

B. Evaluation Criterion

We use the following criterion to evaluate the experi-

mental results.

To judge the extracted results, we first extract the main

content by manual labor. Two graduate students are

invited to extract the main content of the web pages sepa-

rately manually. If their results on a web page are the

same, then this result will be saved as a standard manual

result. If their results are not the same, they will be asked

to negotiate with each other until they can reach a consis-

tent result. Then this result will be saved as the standard

manual result. Then we will compare the manual results

and the machine-extracted results. According to the dif-

ferences between them, we divide the results into four

categories:

(1) If the machine-extracted result is the same as the

Table 1. Data source

Website URL
Number of 

webpages

Average number of 

hyperlinks per page

Average number of 

characters in the 

main content per page

SINA http://www.sina.com/ 116 136 1,239.5

JRJ http://www.jrj.com.cn/ 98 142 1,341

IFENG http://www.ifeng.com/ 107 235.5 749.3

163 http://www.163.com/ 107 406.7 2,496.5

SOHU http://www.sohu.com 103 291.5 648.5

QQ http://www.qq.com 103 149.2 599.3

HUANQIU http://www.huanqiu.com 63 70.5 659

XINHUA http://www.xinhuanet.com 93 73.5 2,701.3

CHINANEWS http://www.chinanews.com 88 156.5 1,501

HEXUN http://www.hexun.com 98 76.5 1,034
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manual result, then we consider that this is an accurate

extraction.

(2) If the program can precisely predict that the web

page contains no main content, then we consider that this

is an accurate extraction. These kinds of situations may

include: the webpage is used to show pictures and has

few descriptions. The webpage is an interactive multime-

dia page such as flash or video. 

(3) If the difference between the manual result and the

machine-extracted result is small, and there is no influ-

ence for users to understand the main content, then we

consider that this is an acceptable extraction. The specific

criteria are as follows:

(4)

In this formula, Nmanual represents the number of words

of the manual result. Nmachine represents the number of

words of the machine extracted result. 

(4) Other situations except the above three situations

are considered as wrong extractions.

Based on those four situations, we define two indica-

tors to measure the accuracy of extraction. 

(5)

(6)

In these two formulae, Naccurate represents the number of

web pages which are accurate extractions. Nacceptable

represents the number of web pages which are acceptable

extractions. Ntotal represents the total number of web pages.

Besides, to evaluate the efficiency of algorithms, we

also record the time that the program needs to process

each page. Because the time to connect the http server

may be varied and affected by different factors such as

the speed of the Internet, the response time of the server,

we first download all the pages from the websites and

store them onto hard disk. Then these pages are extracted

by the awaited algorithms and the cost of time is

recorded. The average cost of time of all the pages in

each website is calculated as part of the results.

C. Experimental Result

To check the effectiveness of the algorithm, we use

two kinds of algorithm on the same dataset. The first one

is our algorithm: the automatic extraction based on node

characteristics algorithm. The other algorithm is the

extraction algorithm based on vision and text leafs ratio.

The visual segmentation references the VIPS [9]. This

algorithm first splits the web page into several blocks

according to the vision information. Then the percentage

of text nodes in all the leaf nodes in each block is used to

judge whether this block is main content or not. The basic

process of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 2 shows the results of the extraction algorithm

based on vision and text leafs ratio. And Table 3 shows

the results of the automatic extraction based on node

characteristics which we proposed. The results include

the precision rate, acceptable rate and average cost of

time for each website. 

From the experimental results, we can see that the

average acceptable rate of extraction algorithm based on

vision and text leafs ratio is 94.42% and the acceptable

rate of our algorithm is 96.34% which is a little higher.

Nmanual Nmachine–

Nmanual

------------------------------------ 5%<

Precision rate
Naccurate

Ntotal

----------------=

Acceptable rate
Naccurate Nacceptable+

Ntotal

----------------------------------------=

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the vision and text leafs ratio algorithm.
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As to the precision rate, our method is also higher than

the algorithm based on vision and text leafs ratio. The

value of the former is 84.19%, while the latter is 83.02%.

The reason is that if the noisy block is mostly composed

of text such as text advertisement or user comments, the

algorithm based on vision and text leafs ratio may mis-

judge it as main content. But our method can identify it

according to its neighboring nodes if its neighboring

nodes are advertisement.

Besides, the average cost of time of the algorithm

based on vision and text leafs ratio for the 10 websites is

361.9 ms, and our algorithm is 336.6 ms. From our analy-

sis, the main reason is that our algorithm discards tags for

style at the beginning. This step will block computation

complexity when the web page is complex.

After extraction, we remove most of the advertisement,

copyright information and irrelevant navigation. The

main content of each web page and the most important

navigation such as HOME and GO BACK are reserved.

The average size of web pages after extraction is 4 kB.

This can meet the requirements even for mobile devices

using GPRS. 

However, there are still some situations that our algo-

rithm cannot handle well. For example, if most of the

content in the web page is generated by JavaScript

dynamically, then our algorithm cannot extract this kind

of content.

D. Practicability on Mobile Devices

To display practicability of our algorithm, we designed

a web agent for mobile devices. When the mobile device

Table 2. Experimental results of the extraction algorithm based on vision and text leafs ratio

Website
Total

webpages

Accurate 

extractions

Acceptable 

extractions

Wrong 

extractions

Precision rate 

(%)

Acceptable rate 

(%)

Average cost of 

time (ms)

SINA 116 99 10 7 85.34 93.97 402

JRJ 98 80 13 5 81.63 94.90 381

IFENG 107 91 11 5 85.05 95.33 298

163 107 90 12 5 84.11 95.33 407

SOHU 103 90 7 6 87.38 94.17 403

QQ 103 91 9 3 88.35 97.09 371

HUANQIU 63 50 11 2 79.37 96.83 346

XINHUA 93 78 10 5 83.87 94.62 315

CHINANEWS 88 70 12 6 79.55 93.18 345

HEXUN 98 74 13 11 75.51 88.78 351

Total 976 813 108 55 83.02 94.42 361.9

Table 3. Experimental results of automatic extraction based on node characteristics algorithm

Website
Total

webpages

Accurate 

extractions

Acceptable 

extractions

Wrong 

extractions

Precision rate 

(%)

Acceptable rate 

(%)

Average cost 

of time (ms)

SINA 116 104 8 4 89.66 96.55 360

JRJ 98 85 11 2 86.73 97.96 345

IFENG 107 87 16 4 81.31 96.26 280

163 107 89 15 3 83.18 97.20 387

SOHU 103 88 13 2 85.44 98.06 376

QQ 103 90 8 5 87.38 95.15 347

HUANQIU 63 53 7 3 84.13 95.24 329

XINHUA 93 79 11 3 84.95 96.77 291

CHINANEWS 88 70 13 5 79.55 94.32 322

HEXUN 98 78 16 4 79.59 95.92 329

Total 976 823 118 35 84.19 96.34 336.6
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submits a web URL request to the agent, the agent will

extract the main content of the web page, and then return

the main content to the device. We invited 23 undergrad-

uate students to use this agent on their mobile phones and

browse 15 web pages from at least 5 websites. Then we

asked them to fill a small questionnaire which is a 5-point

Likert-type scale to gather their opinions about the agent.

Table 4 is the result of this survey.

From the results, we can see that 91.30% of users

strongly agree/agree that the agent is useful for them. The

86.96% of users strongly agree/agree that the extracted

main content is accurate in most of the time and they

would prefer to use it when the Internet connection is not

very good. The 82.61% strongly agree/agree that the pro-

cessing speed is acceptable. We conducted an interview

to determine why users chose to disagree or strongly dis-

agree. The reasons mainly focused on the following two

aspects: the first situation was that if the page was pic-

tures news, then just providing a little text was not

enough to get the main idea. The second situation was

that some users suggested that if the main content was

lengthy, they would prefer to get an illustrated picture

and abstract. This will be our focus in the next phase.

IV. CONCLUSION

Content extraction of web pages has critical theoretical

and practical significance for information processing and

retrieval. Especially, it can be used in web surfing for

mobile devices. The purpose of this paper is to propose

an automatic main content extraction method of web

pages. This method uses two indicators to depict the

characteristics of web pages: text density and hyperlink

density. Based on these two indicators, we designed an

extraction algorithm to traverse all nodes in the DOM and

classify all nodes into two categories: content nodes and

noisy nodes. All the text in the content nodes will be

extracted as the main content of the web page. 

To verify the validity of the algorithm, we choose 976

web pages from 10 news websites as experimental data.

Experimental results revealed that our algorithm can get

96.34% as acceptable rate. After extraction, the file size

of the web page can be reduced to 4 kB on average. And

it can be used in practical applications. With the help of

this algorithm, mobile devices using GPRS can also cap-

ture good web surfing experiences. In the next phase, we

will focus on how to extract the abstract and compress

audio and video for mobile devices.
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